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ABSTRACT

In this work we dig into YouTube’s policy to ensure the authenticity of engagement metrics: the
platform decreases the views counts of videos when it deems some views to be produced not by
humans but rather by automatic systems. Drawing on data that we collected during 18 months from
1300 French YouTube channels, we highlight the massive scale of YouTube views corrections, which
affect the majority of the monitored channels and half the videos in our corpus. Given the extent
of YouTube corrections, and bearing in mind the dynamics that regulate content diffusion on the
platform, we investigate whether manipulating engagement metrics could produce some effect in
boosting the popularity of videos. Our analysis shows that the number of illegitimate views removed
from videos is not independent from their final popularity. Videos corrected later are on average more
popular than those corrected earlier or the uncorrected ones and the median popularity of slowly
corrected videos is almost 4 times bigger than the one of uncorrected videos. Our results bring forth
the crucial role that time plays in the diffusion of online content: views that are corrected too late can
interfere with the platform’s trendiness dynamics and help a content reach a broader audience.

Keywords Social Bots ·Manipulation of Online Information · YouTube

1 Introduction

"We want to make sure that videos are viewed by actual humans and not computer programs"(22). As clearly stated
in its support page, YouTube has a policy on views counting and is not afraid of applying it. At the end of December
2012, the platform singlehandedly deleted 2-billion views from the channels of record companies such as Universal and
Sony (19) (23) (2) (16) and over the years countless youtubers have suffered sudden and drastic cuts to their views’
counts (and hundreds have loudly complained about it, often through videos posted on YouTube itself). The rationale
for these interventions, explained in YouTube’s official webpages (21) (31) (22), originates from the need to preserve
"meaningful human interaction on the platform" as well as "the safety of [...] creators, viewers, and partners"(21) and to
oppose "anything that artificially increases the number of views, likes, comments or other metric either through the use
of automatic systems or by serving up videos to unsuspecting viewers" (21).

Unsurprisingly, not everyone agrees with this policy and numerous researchers have tried to test the fairness of its
implementation (24) (34) (28) drawing on research carried out on ads fraud in other social media (12) (30). Marciel
et al. (28), for instance, created a sample of YouTube channels and inflated their views through automated programs.
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Strikingly, they found that "YouTube monetizes (almost) all the fake views" generated by the authors, while it "detects
them more accurately when videos are not monetized".

No research, however, has so far investigated a seemingly marginal aspect of YouTube fake views policy: its timing.
Because most existing research focused on monetization, the exact timing of fake views removal appeared irrelevant, as
long as it happened before the settling of the advertising bills (on the 21st of the following month). This perspective is,
however, without considering another crucial element of YouTube’s infrastructure: its trendiness cycle. In YouTube,
as in any other social media, future visibility (and therefore popularity) is highly dependent on past popularity, as
trending contents are more likely to be picked up by humans and algorithms and be further recommended to platform
users (20). This tendency is observed in human influencers, who are sensitive to vanity metrics of trendiness and
early popularity (38) (45), and in the platform recommendation algorithm. The latter represents one of the most
important (if not the most important) source of views on the platform (52) and, according to its own creators, "in
addition to the first-order effect of simply recommending new videos that users want to watch, [has] a critical secondary
phenomenon of bootstrapping and propagating viral content" (15), i.e. contents that are ’on the rise’. As most social
media recommendation systems, YouTube recommending algorithm analyzes the engagement previously generated by
content to anticipate (and promote) its interest for YouTube audiences, creating a positive feedback that skews YouTube
popularity according to a rich-get-richer dynamic (5) (32) (42).YouTube engineers have acknowledged this dynamics,
but not entirely defused it: "models trained using data generated from the current system will be biased, causing a
feedback loop effect. How to effectively and efficiently learn to reduce such biases is an open question."(51). And this
is where the exact timing of the fake views policing becomes crucial.

Indeed, if the correction of illegitimate views happens too late, these views have the potential to weight in the cycle of
trendiness (11) and unfairly propel targeted contents. In other words, if YouTube fake views correction is significantly
slower than its recommendation dynamics, then illicitly promoted videos risk to be favored by human and algorithmic
recommendations, and thus reach larger audiences and collect extra real views. If fake views are able to generate a
cascade effect that increases the popularity of some content, then they potentially constitute a tool to manipulate online
debates. Not unlike the widely studied phenomenon of social bots that automatically produce content mimicking human
behavior, fake views could give the false impression that some piece of information, regardless of its accuracy, is highly
popular and endorsed by many (18). Such activities may result in endangering democratic processes (50), as we now
know in the case of content-producing social bots in the 2010 U.S. midterm elections (36), the 2010 Massachusetts
special election (29), the 2016 U.S. Presidential election (when one fifth of Twitter conversations was generated by bots
(4)) or during many other political campaigns (27) (3) (37) (26).

While much research has been dedicated to identify social bots, both tracking their sources (35) (7) (40) (44) and
analyzing artificially produced contents (4) (46) (17) (48) (8) (47) (13), (14), (41) (25), little attention has so far been
devoted to the role that fake clicks or fake views might play in the diffusion of content. This work addresses this open
and urgent question, thanks to a 18 month-long collection of the hourly views counts of over 350.000 videos published
by more than a thousand French YouTube channels about politics and news. This dataset will allow us, for the first time,
to examine in detail the timing of YouTube fake views corrections and its potentially unfortunate consequences.

2 Results

2.1 Scale of the phenomenon

Our first observation is the large scale of the phenomenon of views corrections. While YouTube does not provide
precise information on views corrections (through its API or otherwise), we can obtain an estimation of this activity by
observing the hours with a negative delta in the views count, i.e. those hours in which one video loses more views than
it gains. Figure 1A shows some examples of hourly changes in terms of views in the first 170 hours since publication of
5 videos randomly chosen from our collection. In the following we will refer to such negative deltas as to negative
views. Negative views are necessarily an underestimation of the platform real corrections because they result from the
difference between views gained and views removed1. Yet, the scale of the YouTube policy is impressive: we detected
negative views for almost all the monitored channels and half of the videos in our corpus. The extent of YouTube
corrections by itself encourages to have a closer look at the correction activities of the platform.

2.2 Correction rhythms

YouTube correction policy presents some interesting recurrent patterns. First of all, the majority of the observed
corrective interventions, namely the time-slots with negative views, takes place between 4 p.m. and 5 p.m. The analysis

1We present our main results using negative views as a measure of YouTube’s corrections: all our conclusions remain valid (and
actually become stronger) when estimating corrections in more sophisticated ways (See Material and Methods)
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Figure 1: Correction rhythms. A Hourly change in the views counts of 5 sample videos (normalized by their final
number of views). B Distribution of the number of observable interventions per hour of the day. C Distribution of
negative views per hour of the day. D Scale of the phenomenon. E Distribution of views, number of interventions, and
negative views along the life of a video. Time is counted in hours and it is set to start at 00:00 of the day of publication.
F Daily aggregation of the same quantities presented in subplot E.

of the distribution of the number of interventions during the hours of the day (Figure 1B) reveals a substantial difference
between the average number of intervention at 4-5 p.m. (around 190) and the remaining hours of the day (always close
to 0). The same concentration between 4 and 5 p.m. can be observed when considering the number of negative views
(rather than the correction events) (Figure 1C). In order get a deeper insight in the correction policy and investigate
the possible interference with the recommendation system, we should consider the timing of the corrections not only
in absolute, but also relatively to the moment of publication of each video. Figure 1E provides an overview of the
distribution of the number of corrective interventions, negative views and views along the life of a video, starting
from the midnight before publication (we set to zero the number of interventions, views and negative views for all
the hours preceding the publication, in order to align the hours of the day for videos that are published at different
times). Figure 1E allows us to better understand the mechanism of adjusting views. As we can see, in the first 5 days
the number of the corrective interventions shows a precise periodical behavior, with peaks at 4 and 5 p.m. that decrease
as days pass by. From the 6th day on (i.e. at hour 120) the pattern changes: even if peaks at 4 p.m. are preserved, other

3
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Figure 2: Success and Negative Views. A Distribution of interventions among the hours following the publication day
midnight. B 2D histogram of negative views and real views after corrections. C Distribution of interventions among the
days following the publication. D Distribution of real views for corrected earlier, corrected later and uncorrected videos.

time slots present significant amounts of interventions, especially between 6 a.m. and 4 p.m. Moreover, by looking at
the number of negative views, from the 6th day the daily peak shifts at 6 a.m..

Most importantly for our argument, the daily aggregation in Figure 1F reveals that, while the number of views decreases
steadily from the day two, the number of interventions and of negative views reaches its peak at day 6. Such a delay in
the corrections raises the question of whether illegitimate views are removed fast enough by the platform or if they
survive long enough to interfere with trendiness cycle.

2.3 Corrections and success

To investigate the connection between illegitimate views and the popularity of videos, we examine the relation between
the number of negative views and the total number of legitimate views, where the latter is the number views returned
by YouTube API 170 hours after the publication of each video (hence corresponding to all the views collected by the
videos in one week minus the views subtracted by YouTube). Figure 2B shows the density of observations for every
tuple of negative and legitimate views. In principle, such two quantities should be independent: indeed, if the YouTube
correction policy was rapid and efficient enough, illegitimate views should have no impact on real ones and, at the same
time, there is no apparent reason why popular videos should attract more fake views then others. And yet, Figure 2B
highlights a relationship of dependence between the two variables: the distribution of total real views changes for higher
negative views and the correlation between the logarithms of the two variables is 0.48.

To better understand the mechanism of correction and its relation to popularity, we divided videos into four classes
of popularity: very low / low / high / very high success, representing the four quartiles of the total legitimate views
distribution. Figure 2A presents, for each class, the normalized number of YouTube interventions at every hour. The
figure shows that the lowest popularity quartiles are corrected earlier, mainly around 4-5 p.m. of the second day after
publication, while the most popular quartile tends to be corrected more uniformly throughout the whole week of
monitoring. Moreover, non-periodic corrections seem to be more present for very high popularity videos that receive
significant interventions outside the regular 4-5 p.m. slot. Figure 2C shows the aggregation of the same metrics by day,
making even clearer that the more a video is successful the later we observe corrections on its views. In conclusion,
highly popular videos have more negative views and appear to be corrected later.

4
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Figure 3: Validation of the results: (Left): 2D-histograms of the number of real views and corrections, after estimating
corrections through Methods A and B. (Middle): Distribution of intervention along the days following publication.
(Right): Distribution of total views for videos corrected earlier, videos corrected later, and uncorrected videos.

While Figures 2A-C indicate that popular videos tend to be corrected later than less popular ones, Figure 2D indicates
that the converse is also true: videos that are corrected later tend to be more popular. The plot compares the distribution
of popularity of the videos that display the majority of the negative views in the first 5 days since their publication (i.e.
corrected earlier) with those who get corrected mainly after the 6th day (i.e. corrected later). As revealed by the plot,
videos corrected later are more popular than videos corrected earlier, as well as of videos for which we observe no
corrections (i.e. uncorrected). The difference between the distributions of popularity of the three classes of videos
has been tested through a two-sample Kolmogorov Smirnov test and all p-values were found to be less than 10−315,
confirming the significance of the differences. Such evidence supports our claim and confirms that videos corrected
later have more chances to become popular and reach a wider public. Uncorrected videos present a lower expected
popularity than videos corrected late in their life and the median number of legitimate views gained by slowly corrected
video is almost 4 times greater than the median of videos on which the platform did not intervene.

3 Discussion

3.1 Limitations

As we already acknowledged, we have no access to the actual number of views corrections performed by YouTube
on its videos. In fact, YouTube API’s restrictions, described in the Materials and Methods section, prevent us from
collecting the exact evolution in time of the engagement metrics. In order to monitor our full list of channels and still
meet YouTube’s constraints on the number of daily queries that can be performed through the API, we need our time
series to be sampled every hour. In principle, this relatively coarse aggregation could obfuscate the real size of the
platform corrections and could even hide some platform interventions when the size of the correction is smaller that
the views collected in an hour. In the Results section, we have presented our findings by taking negative views (in the
hourly views count) as a proxy of corrections. In the next paragraph, we will show that our findings are robust when
using more elaborate estimates of the corrections.
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3.2 Validating the results

Even though exact data about the YouTube correction policy are not disclosed, our results can be validated by estimating
the platform corrections from the positive and negative views observed in our collection. Method A (see the Materials
and Methods section for a full description) aims at reconstructing the real size of corrections in the hours in which we
register negative views. Method B refines method A by detecting hours with a exceedingly high difference of views
when compared to adjacent hours and attributes such a difference to the presence of a correction intervention carried out
by the platform. Figure 3 displays the same analysis done in Figure 2B and Figure 2D, with the expected corrections
reconstructed through Methods A and B. In both cases, videos corrected later remain more popular than videos correct
earlier or uncorrected. All difference in distributions have been tested with Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests and result to be
significant (p-values lower than 10−245). Method B even accentuates such a difference in the distributions of popularity.
At the same time, the 2D-histogram not only still shows a linear correlation between the logarithm of corrections and
real views, but such linear correlation becomes even more important. In fact, the correlation coefficient grows from 0.48
to 0.55 when applying Method A and to 0.65 with Method B. In the absence of methods able to perfectly reconstruct
the exact time evolution of the views count, we believe Methods A and B to be reasonable attempts to validate the
findings presented so far.

3.3 From fake views to real views

As we pointed out, many videos only show corrections late in their life, sometimes after 6 days since publication. This
evidence rises concerns in itself when acknowledging the importance that earlier popularity has in determining future
visibility. "Rich gets richer" behaviors have been repeatedly observed in the evolution of views counts on the platform
(6), and the total number of previous views has been credited as the most important predictor of future popularity (6)
(43) (33).

Rewarding trendy contents with more visibility is a feature of the recommendation system, which –according to its own
developers– is designed to bootstrap and propagate viral content. While encouraging diffusion trends, recommendation
systems also constitute the number one source of views for the majority of YouTube videos (52) (53) and hence regulate
the bulk of the attention economy on the platform. Its suggestions are updated on a relatively fast basis: according to
Roth et al., for instance, two thirds of the suggestions given in a certain moment are not anymore associated with the
same video after 2 days (39).

Such a fast refreshing of suggested videos, along with the massive impact recommendation system has in the diffusion
of content, makes the likelihood of a delay in correcting views count even more alarming. With a 6 days delay in the
correction policy a video would handsomely have enough time to be recognized as viral and hence be suggested to a
wider audience then it would have reached without illegitimate boosting.

3.4 Conclusion: a call for transparency

Despite the absence of first-hand data on fake views corrections, we believe that our results robustly indicate the
massive scale of views corrections and suggest the existence of a positive correlation between the illicit boosting and
the popularity of YouTube videos. Our results highlight the crucial role of time in the diffusion of online content and,
for the first time, reveal the role that even a relatively short delay in the correction of views frauds can play in the
manipulation of public debate. Given the importance of the subject and the potential harm from the malfunctioning of
the correction policy, our findings should –at the very least– encourage YouTube to include in its API the number of
corrected views for each videos. As we have shown, this information is crucial to investigate the alarming possibility
that relatively easy techniques of views inflation, if used early enough in the life of a video, could effectively manipulate
the visibility by triggering the trending dynamics sustained by manual and algorithmic recommendation.

4 Material and Methods

4.1 Data

Starting from December 2019, through a collaboration with the Qatar Computing Research Institute (QCRI), we
collected the time evolution of views of any video published by a list of over a thousand French YouTube channels
dealing with politics and news disclosure. This dataset is particularly interesting as it cannot be straightforwardly
obtained through the official YouTube application programming interface (API) (1). Indeed for the latest several
years the YouTube API (1) has restricted the accessible engagement metrics of a video to the current values only,
without providing their temporal evolution any longer: this restriction complicates temporal studies on development
and prediction of online attention and indeed studies on the temporal evolution of engagement metrics have not been
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Hidden Hidden Mean Misclassification Wrongly introduced Wrongly introduced
interventions corrections distance error corrections interventions

Hourly Aggregation 65% 66 % 0.24 46% 0% 0%
Method A 65% 58 % 0.21 45% 0.6% 0%
Method B 54% 44 % 0.17 32% 2% 9%

Table 1: Validation of Methods A and B on a 10-minute views series. The table shows the loss of information with
hourly aggregation and with the estimates by Methods A and B.

carried out since 2014 (42) (32).
The dataset covers 1300 popular French channels that are particularly influential in the French public debate. These
channels, with their description, are available at (10). The channels have been selected through a qualitative analysis of
the French YouTube, aiming to identify relevant actors that diffuse political opinions through the platform. The selected
channels belong to the following categories: local and national media; influential YouTubers discussing political topics;
militant associations; politicians; candidates for the 2019 European elections; political parties; Yellow Vests groups;
associations devoted to public causes; large public or private institutions. YouTube provides no information about the
location from which videos are viewed, but since the channels of our corpus focus on French public debate, we can
assume most of their viewers to be based in France.
For these channels, we recorded hour by hour the evolution of views of each video published after the 9 of December
2019, for an entire week after publication (170 hours). Between the 9 of December 2019 and the 20 of May 2021, we
collected the views time series of 385.151 videos. For every video, we also collected its title, its description and other
metadata available through the official YouTube API. The dataset is available at (9) (resource IDs have been mapped to
anonymize values consistently along the dataset). The choice of collecting only one week of views evolution is justified
by noticing that news channels often collect the majority of their views in few days after publication, presenting a strong
initial burst followed by a power-law decay (49). Indeed our data confirm this fast decrease of users engagement as only
3% of views is obtained in the last 24 hours and this percentage decreases to 1.5% in the last 12 hours.

4.2 Methods to estimate corrections

As the collection of data from YouTube is restricted, we propose here some methods to make our conclusions more
robust. To reduce the chance for our findings to be the result of some bias, we need to infer the corrections cih made by
the platform at hour h on video i from the compound quantity ṽih = vih − cih, where vih are the effective non-observable
views collected by video i during hour h, and vih are the observed variation in the cumulative views counts. As
we already argued, a basic way to (under)estimate corrections is to simply assume them equal to negative views.
Additionally, more sophisticated methods can be used to rebuild the time series cih starting from ṽih. In general, we
would like the estimated values ĉih to:

• reduce the (absolute) distance to real corrections |ĉih − cih| (distance error);
• correctly label videos belonging to the classes of corrected earlier, corrected later and uncorrected videos,

hence to minimize a misclassification error defined as the percentage of mislabeled videos.

To best develop methods able to reconstruct the original time series, we downloaded the evolution of views every 10
minutes in the first 7 days since publication for 126 random videos published by our monitored channels. Using this
10-minute-frequency timeseries allows us to understand how much information is lost through hourly aggregation. Such
loss turns out to be significant: aggregating values by the hour hides 65% of interventions done by the platform and
66% of the corrections visible in the 10-minute-frequency timeseries. Moreover, 46% of videos is misclassified in
Figure 2D. It is hence important to develop some methods to reduce this errors metrics.

1. Method A: from negative views to corrections. Our first attempt to reconstruct the real corrections cih
focuses on the hours that present negative views. In those hours we approximate the real corrections done
by YouTube with the negative views plus a quantity minimizing the distance with real corrections. Among
different tested quantities (such as the average and the minimum number of views over a time window with
width varying from 1 to 12 hours), the best one turned out to be the minimum number of views in the 5 hours
preceding and following hour h:

mi
h = min

k∈{h−5,...,h+5};k 6=h
(v̂ik),

Hence the estimated corrections become

cih ∼
(
−v̂ih +mi

h

)
δ(v̂i

h<0)&(mi
h>0). (1)
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Method A reduces the mean distance error from 0.24 to 0.21 and the fraction of hidden corrections (i.e.∑
h,i(c

i
h − ĉih)δcih>ĉih

/
∑

h,i(c
i
h)) from 66% to 58% with only 0.6% of wrongly introduced corrections (i.e.∑

h,i(c
i
h − ĉih)δcih<ĉih

/
∑

h,i(c
i
h)).

2. Method B: detection of anomalous hours. Although Method A adjusts negative views to estimate the
platform corrections, it does not attempt to detect correction events that may have occurred when the observed
views v̂ih are nonnegative. Hence we developed a method meant to detect anomalies in the views evolution and
attribute them to concealed corrections.
For each video, we define a set of anomalous hours as those hours between 3 and 6 p.m. in which the
number of views is the minimum in a time-window starting at midday and ending at midnight. The choice
of looking for anomalous hours only within a predefined interval, as well as the choice of the time-window,
have been optimized to minimize the misclassification error. These optimal choices are consistent with the
observation that the majority of interventions takes place at 3, 4, 5 and 6 p.m.: this fact is true both in the main
dataset (Fig. 1B) and in the 10-minute-frequency collection. Over these anomalous hours we approximate the
corrections as the difference between mi

h, as defined in Method A, and v̂ih, if mi
h > v̂ih. Method B reduces the

misclassification from 46% to 32% and the number of hidden interventions from 65% to 53%.
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